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Abstract
An experimental investigation of the structure of identied quark and gluon jets is presented.
Observables related to both the global and internal structure of jets are measured; this allows
for tests of QCD over a wide range of transverse momentum scales. The observables include
distributions of jet-shape variables, the mean and standard deviation of the subjet multiplicity
distribution and the fragmentation function for charged particles. The data are compared with
predictions of perturbative QCD as well as QCD-based Monte Carlo models. In certain kinematic
regions the measurements are sensitive mainly to perturbatively calculable eects, allowing for
a test of QCD. The comparisons are also extended into regions where nonperturbative eects
become large, and in this way the transition from hard to soft QCD is investigated. It is found
that by including leading and next-to-leading logarithmic contributions in the QCD predictions,
the agreement with the data can be extended to lower transverse momentum scales, especially
for gluon jets.
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1 Introduction
In previous publications by the ALEPH collaboration [1, 2], three-jet events were used to
investigate the internal structure of identied quark and gluon jets. Since then, theoretical
developments [3] and the availability of additional data have motivated an update and extension
of these analyses.
The measurements are based on approximately 3 10
6
hadronic Z decays recorded between
1991 and 1994 by the ALEPH detector [4] at the LEP storage ring, operating at a centre-of-mass
energy of E
cm
= 91:2 GeV. From these, 70 000 three-jet events are selected using the Durham




= 0:1. A gluon jet is
identied by requiring evidence for long-lived heavy-avour hadrons in the other two jets; this
results in a sample of 4000 gluon jets with a purity of 94.4%. By measuring the properties of all
jets in the three-jet sample (consisting of 2/3 quark and 1/3 gluon jets) as well as in the gluon
enriched sample, the properties of quark and gluon jets are inferred.
First, distributions of jet-shape variables are considered; these provide a description of the
global jet shape. Ranges of the distributions related to hard gluon emission can be identied;
here the inuences of nonperturbative eects (hadronization) are small, and the predictions of
perturbative QCD are expected to be reliable.
Next, the substructure of the jets is investigated. This is done by clustering particles




) than was used for the initial jet









, of the subjet multiplicity distribution for quark and gluon
jets as a function of the subjet resolution scale y
0
, one can study the transition from hard to
soft QCD. That is, one can determine a range of subjet scales in which perturbative predictions
can be tested, and investigate at what scale nonperturbative eects become large.
The mean subjet multiplicities reported here represent updates of previously published values





are measured here for the rst time. The means and standard
deviations are now also measured as a function of jet energy, opening a new degree of freedom
for QCD tests.
In the limit of small subjet scales (y
0
! 0), individual particles are resolved. Here the
charged particle fragmentation functions for quark and gluon jets are measured. These can be
used as input for an investigation of scaling violations of fragmentation functions, as well as
providing predictions for jets produced in other processes.
An important feature of the analysis is the choice of a relatively large resolution parameter
(y
1
= 0:1) to select the three-jet events. This leads to well-separated jets, where the smallest
interjet angle is typically greater than 90 degrees. In addition, it is possible to study the internal
jet structure up to the scale of y
1
= 0:1; this extends well into the range where perturbative
predictions are valid.
More details on the measurements presented here can be found in [6, 7].
2 The ALEPH detector
A detailed description of the ALEPH detector can be found in Ref. [4], and an account of its
performance as well as a description of the standard analysis algorithms in Ref. [8]. Briey, the
tracking system consists of a silicon vertex detector, a cylindrical drift chamber and a large time
projection chamber (TPC), which measures up to 21 three dimensional space points per track.
1
All these subdetectors are situated in a 1.5 T magnetic eld provided by a superconducting
solenoidal coil. Between the TPC and the coil, a highly granular electromagnetic calorimeter
is used to identify electrons and photons and to measure their energy. The iron return yoke
is instrumented to provide a measurement of the hadronic energy and, together with external
chambers, muon identication. The measurements presented here are based on charged particle
measurements from the tracking chambers as well as information on neutral particles from the
electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters.
In addition to the ALEPH data, simulated events were generated in order to correct for
detector eects and to estimate the gluon jet purity of a jet sample. These were produced with
the JETSET Monte Carlo model [9], version 7.3. Modications for radiative eects using the
program DYMU3 [10] as well as improved bottom and charm decay tables were included. The
important parameters of the generator were tuned to describe ALEPH measurements of charged
particle inclusive and event-shape distributions [11]. The generated events were passed through
the full detector simulation and reconstruction program.
3 Denition of observables
Jets are dened by means of the Durham clustering algorithm [5]. For each pair of particles i























are the particles' energies, 
ij
is the angle between the momentum directions,
and E
vis
is the total visible energy in the event. The pair with the smallest value of y
ij
is
found, and if this is below a given resolution parameter y
cut
, then the pair is replaced by








(the \E" recombination scheme). The
procedure is then repeated using the new set of particles and pseudoparticles. When all the
values of y
ij
are greater than y
cut
, the clustering procedure stops. Each particle in the event is





= 0:1. The same clustering procedure is also applied further in the denitions of
several of the observables.
Distributions of event-shape variables are well established as a useful measure of the global
structure of hadronic nal states. In a corresponding way, distributions of jet-shape variables
allow one to characterize the overall structure of quark and gluon jets.





















is the momentum of particle i transverse to the jet axis, and the sum extends over all
of the N particles in the jet. The variable here is analogous to the quantities wide and narrow
jet broadening, which are dened for particles in separate hemispheres of an event [12].
Another jet-shape variable called y
2
(also referred to as the dierential one-subjet rate) is
dened by clustering the particles in a jet until two clusters (subjets) result. The value of y
2
is
then given by the Durham scale (1) between the two subjets. By construction this can vary from
zero up to the jet resolution parameter y
1





corresponds to the probability for a parton to split into two further partons which
2
are resolved at a scale y
2
. For reasons of convenience, the distributions are in fact presented
using the equivalent variable L
2
=   ln y
2
.
In order to investigate the internal jet structure, the particles of the individual jets are
clustered using again the Durham algorithm, where the quantity y
ij
(1) is still normalized using





used, so that subjets are resolved. The mean values, hN
g
  1i and hN
q





, of the subjet multiplicity distributions for gluon and quark jets are then
measured as a function of y
0
































are determined. The quantities hN
g
  1i and hN
q
  1i are directly related to the probability
for additional partons to be emitted from the original gluon or quark. This denition







= 9=4, valid for all values of y
0
. For suciently large y
0
, corresponding
to a suciently large transverse momentum separation between subjets, one expects that
perturbative predictions should be valid and that the subjets should thus reect the underlying
partonic structure of the event. By going to smaller values of y
0
one can investigate the extent
to which the perturbative predictions remain valid and determine scales where nonperturbative
eects become important.
In the limit of small subjet scales (y
0
! 0), individual particles are resolved. From these,




have been measured for charged
particles in quark and gluon jets.
4 Analysis procedure
The analysis procedure is essentially the same as in the previous ALEPH publication on subjets
[1]. Here only the basic features are described.
Hadronic events are selected by requiring at least 5 well reconstructed tracks and a total
energy for charged particles (assuming the pion rest mass) of at least 10% of the centre-of-mass
energy. It is also required that the total visible energy be at least 20GeV. This results in a
sample of approximately 3 million hadronic events.




= 0:1. To reject
events of the type qq, an event is not accepted if more than 85% of the energy of a jet is
carried by a single photon. In order to ensure that most of the particles of a jet pass through
the vertex detector, it is required that each jet have an angle of at least 35

with respect to the
beam axis. This selection results in a sample of about 70 000 three-jet events, with no signicant




nal states or two-photon collisions.
From the three-jet events, two samples of jets are obtained, each with dierent relative
fractions of quark and gluon jets. One sample consists of all the jets in the selected three-jet
events. This mixed sample ( 210 000 jets) contains about 1/3 gluon and 2/3 quark jets. (In
fact, a gluon jet fraction of 32.7% is estimated from the Monte Carlo; this diers from 1=3
because of ambiguous events where both primary quarks are clustered into the same jet.) A
second sample highly enriched in gluon jets is obtained by requiring evidence of long-lived heavy-
avour hadrons in two of the three jets. The technique for identifying heavy-quark jets is based
on a three-dimensional impact parameter measured for each charged-particle track [13]. The
3
two heavy-quark jets are rejected and the third is taken as a gluon jet candidate. This results
in about 4 000 jets (the tagged sample) with a gluon jet purity of (94:4 0:3(stat:))%
A two-step correction procedure is used to determine the distributions for pure samples of
quark and gluon jets. First, the distributions for the mixed and tagged samples are corrected
for detector eects such as nite acceptance and resolution, initial state photon radiation (ISR)
and biases introduced by the analysis method (e.g. tagging). Then an unfolding procedure is
applied to relate the corrected distributions for the mixed and tagged samples to those of pure
quark and gluon jets. Details can be found in reference [1]. For the quantities determined as
a function of jet energy, the gluon-jet purities used in the correction and unfolding procedures
must be determined as a function of E
jet
.
Because of the larger data sample compared to that used in the previous ALEPH publication
on subjets, possible sources of systematic uncertainties were investigated in greater detail. The
following sources of uncertainty were found to be important. First, the correction factors derived
from the Monte Carlo, which are used to correct the observables for detector eects, could have
a dependence on the event generator used. This was investigated by computing correction
factors with a simplied, fast detector simulation and using the generators JETSET 7.4 [9],
HERWIG 5.8 [14] and ARIADNE 4.06 [15]. The maximum variation in the results was included
in the systematic error. In addition, the accuracy of the detector simulation was investigated by
successively varying the analysis cuts and repeating the analysis. The largest changes in results
relative to those based on standard cuts come from the following variations: (a) minimum
energy required for neutral particles, (b) minimum angle required between jet axis and beam
axis in order to measure the complete jet in the detector, (c) the selection cut for identifying
gluon jet candidates.
The total systematic error is obtained by adding the uncertainty from the detector correction
factors and the three sources from the detector simulation in quadrature. The relative sizes of
these contributions dier from observable to observable and also vary over the measured range of
a given observable. As a general rule, the total systematic error is comparable to the statistical
error.
5 Results
In the following sections the measurements are presented and compared to predictions of
perturbative QCD and Monte Carlo models. The important parameters of the models were tuned
to describe ALEPH measurements of charged particle inclusive and event-shape distributions
[16]. The error bars on the plots show the quadratic sum of statistical and systematic
uncertainties.
Most of the observables considered here are integrated over jet energies and interjet angles.
Only for the mean and width of the subjet multiplicity distribution are the data also investigated
in bins of jet energy (in that case the observables are still integrated over interjet angles). Because
of the large jet-resolution parameter used (y
1
= 0:1), the smallest interjet angle is always greater
than 60 degrees, with the most probable value being around 100 degrees. Distributions of jet




distribution is shown in Fig. 1 along with the predictions of the Monte Carlo
models JETSET, HERWIG and ARIADNE. The measured values are given in Table 1. In
4
general, the models describe the data reasonably well. There is good agreement in the regions
of large B
jet
, where hadronization corrections are small and the distributions are sensitive to
perturbative physics. This was investigated with the JETSET model by comparing the B
jet
distributions at parton and hadron level. As can be seen in Fig. 2(a), hadronization eects are
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Figure 1: The measured B
jet
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Figure 2: The B
jet
distribution predicted by the JETSET 7.4 Monte Carlo (a) comparing hadron and
parton level distributions, and (b) comparing hadron level distributions with dierent couplings for the
parton splitting g ! gg (see text).
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In order to investigate whether the distribution is sensitive to perturbative physics, the










= 3 and C
F
= 4=3), which is the corresponding value for q ! qg. The resulting
hadron-level distributions are shown in Fig. 2(b). The quark-jet distribution remains largely
unchanged, whereas the distribution for gluon jets is suppressed at large B
jet
. A large part of
the dierence between quark and gluon jets is thus seen to stem from the higher eective colour
charge of the gluon predicted by QCD, rather than being, for example, a simple consequence of
kinematics. Similar results are found for the y
2
distribution.
Figure 3 shows the measured y
2
distribution for quark and gluon jets along with the
predictions of Monte Carlo models and also from leading order (LO) QCD [17] without any
modications for hadronization. The measured values are given in Table 2. The LO prediction




=   ln y
2
) where hard emission
dominates and hence the eects of higher orders should be small. For small y
2
emission of soft
and collinear partons becomes important. In fact, the prediction shows signicant discrepancies




below 0.03). Monte Carlo studies with the y
2
distribution lead to similar conclusions concerning sensitivity to hadronization and perturbative
eects in the region of large y
2














































3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Figure 3: The measured L
2
=   ln y
2
distribution for (a) quark and (b) gluon jets compared to the
predictions of Monte Carlo models. The dashed-dotted curve shows the leading-order QCD prediction.
5.2 Subjet structure without consideration of jet energy
First the properties of the subjet multiplicity distribution are examined without consideration
of the jet energy. Various properties are shown as a function of the resolution parameter y
0
in
Fig. 4 along with the predictions of the JETSET, HERWIG and ARIADNE models. Figures 4
(a) and (b) show the mean subjet multiplicity minus one for gluon and quark jets, and (c) shows
their ratio R
N




and their ratio R

are shown in Figs. 4 (d) {
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Figure 4: The mean (left-hand side) and the width (right-hand side) of the subjet multiplicitydistribution
are shown for gluon jets, quark jets and the ratio
gluon
quark
as a function of the subjet resolution parameter
y
0
. The full dots show the measurement and the dierent lines represent the predictions of MC models.
The inset plots show the deviations of the model predictions from the data divided by the total error.
All plots apply to the whole interval of available jet energies.
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The agreement with the Monte Carlo models is seen to be qualitatively good, especially when
one considers that the observables vary over several orders of magnitude within the range studied.
For the mean subjet multiplicities, this conrms the observations in [1], now at a suciently





and their ratio R
N
, HERWIG is seen to give the best description.
From the inset plots one can also see that the predicted multiplicities from ARIADNE are
high for both quark and gluon jets. Although the discrepancy is small in absolute terms, it is





neighbouring values of y
0
, however, are highly correlated.
For the standard deviations and their ratio, the picture is somewhat dierent. There, all
models provide a good description of the gluon jets. For the quark jets, however, HERWIG
predicts a too broad subjet multiplicity distribution at small y
0
. This observation is of particular
interest, since previous measurements had shown that HERWIG's prediction for the width of
the charged particle multiplicity distribution for entire events was also signicantly too large
[16, 18]. This discrepancy is now seen to stem from the quark jets only.
In Fig. 5, the same results are compared with perturbative QCD predictions without
any modications for hadronization eects [3], as well as with the hadron- and parton-level
predictions of the JETSET model. From the comparison of the hadron and parton levels of








, one can see that the eects of
hadronization are small as long as y
0







will be referred to as the perturbative region. For small y
0
, hadronization eects are seen to
become large. The parton level in the Monte Carlo model is not, however, calculated to the
same level of accuracy as the QCD predictions discussed below.
Perturbative QCD predictions for hN
g
  1i and hN
q






) matrix element. (One order of 
s
is necessary to produce a three-
jet event.) The LO result can be improved by combining it with the resummation of leading




to all orders in 
s
(LO+NLLA). The LO and
LO+NLLA predictions and the estimate of the theoretical uncertainty for the resummed result
(shown as a hatched area between two lines in Figs. 5(a){(c)) are taken from [3].
From Figs. 5(a) and (b), one can see that the LO prediction is compatible with the data
only at very high values of y
0





quark and gluon jets, is given by the parton level predictions of JETSET. Further improvement






, the dierence between data
and prediction is less than around 20% for gluon jets but is more than 50% for quark jets. The
larger discrepancy for quark jets has been shown by Monte Carlo studies to result from quark





















 1i, so that this has little inuence on R
N
, i.e. the LO and LO + NLLA predictions for R
N
are very similar. If only the leading-log contributions (LLA) are considered, the QCD prediction
for the ratio R
N






= 9=4, independent of y
0
.
Including the xed order (LO) calculation not only lowers the prediction, bringing it in closer
agreement with the data, but also provides qualitatively the correct y
0
dependence for large y
0
(cf. Fig. 5(c)).
The plot of the ratio R
N
in Fig. 5(c) also shows the hadron level prediction of a JETSET-












































































































TOY-MC (CAαs -› CFαs)
(f)
Figure 5: The mean (left-hand side) and the width (right-hand side) of the subjet multiplicitydistribution
are shown for gluon jets, quark jets and the ratio
gluon
quark
as a function of the subjet resolution parameter
y
0
. The full dots show the measurement and the open circles and squares represent the hadron and parton
level from the JETSET MC (if the open circles are not visible in some of the plots they lie on top of









(see Section 5.1). The other lines show perturbative QCD predictions at
















), the ratio R
N
from the modied JETSET is around 1.3 { 1.4, whereas
for the standard JETSET model it is predicted to rise to around 2. This indicates that one
is sensitive to perturbative eects. For smaller y
0
, however, the standard and modied models
give similar predictions, indicating that here R
N
is not sensitive to the eective colour charge
in the parton shower.
The comparison of QCD predictions and mean subjet multiplicities will be considered further
in Section 5.3, where measurements of hN
g
  1i and hN
q
  1i will be used to determine QCD
parameters.








), the analytical prediction as a function of
y
0
is only available in leading-log accuracy [19, 20]. The y
0
dependence for both quantities is
the same, and hence the prediction for the ratio is a constant. This is given by the square root








= 3=2 [20]. For the ratio R

, a prediction in
next-to-leading log approximation is also available [21]. In both leading and next-to-leading log
accuracy, R

is predicted to be greater than one, i.e. gluon jets should have a broader multiplicity
distribution than quark jets. Other QCD calculations [22], however, have led to predictions of
R

less than one, which is in disagreement with the data in the perturbative region.




are in qualitatively good agreement with the LLA
prediction. The agreement may in fact be better than expected, since these quantities should be











are well reproduced, one can see that the overall normalization of the LLA curves








or for quark jets (
LLA
s
 0:15), but not simultaneously for both. This suggests that higher order
corrections should primarily aect the relative normalization of the gluon and quark jet curves.
In fact, the next-to-leading log prediction for R

shows better agreement with the data than




(see Fig. 5(f)). In principle, calculations




should be most reliable for small y
0
(i.e. large




are large, and indeed
one sees that the agreement with the data for R






approximately 1, so that here no signicant dierence between quark and gluon jets is visible.









 2 to 3 is suciently large that the resummed prediction is valid. These considerations
on the region of validity of the resummed prediction for R

















seen in Figs. 4 and 5 can at least partly be
explained by the dierence in the mean gluon and quark jet energies. The mean gluon jet energy
is measured to be 14% lower than the mean quark jet energy. Since it is possible to resolve an






only for very high energy jets, this is more likely to be
the case for quark jets, and therefore the ratio R
N
is suppressed. This eect can be explored
further by measuring the properties of the subjet multiplicity distribution for jets in a specic
bin of jet energy, as done in Section 5.4.
5.3 QCD parameters from subjet multiplicities
In this section, the QCD colour factor C
A
, which corresponds to the vertex g ! gg, is treated










). The extent to which one obtains the QCD value, C
A
= 3, then serves to quantify









) to perturbatively calculable eects. Since there is a strong
correlation between the results for neighbouring values of the subjet resolution parameter y
0
,
which is dicult to estimate in detail, C
A

















4:6GeV, and 9:1GeV, respectively.
Because the theoretical prediction used is only complete to leading order in 
s
, the
renormalization scheme is not xed. Therefore 
s
cannot be identied with values determined in




Its value therefore cannot be taken from other measurements but rather it must be determined
simultaneously with C
A
. The accuracy for C
A
obtained here is less than that achieved in analyses
of angular variables in four-jet events (see e.g. [24, 25, 26]). Nevertheless, the measurement here
is of interest because of the direct connection between the colour factor and the observable in
question, since the subjet multiplicity is closely related to the probability for a parton to branch
into two partons.
To compare the QCD prediction with the measurement, the perturbative calculation has
to be modied for eects of hadronization. This is done by means of multiplicative correction
factors derived from the Monte Carlo models JETSET, HERWIG and ARIADNE. The nal
correction factor used is taken as the average of the corrections derived from the three models.
Systematic errors are determined taking into account the correlation between the quark and
gluon jet measurements. Sources of systematic errors are explained in Section 4, and contain in
addition the uncertainties of the hadronization corrections and of the perturbative prediction.
The latter is estimated by using two dierent scales to calculate the resummed result [3]. The
uncertainty of the hadronization corrections is estimated from the dierence in the t results
when using only the JETSET, HERWIG, or ARIADNE hadronization corrections. Additional
systematic uncertainty comes from a possible QCD parameter dependence of the hadronization
corrections. This is found to be of about the same size as the uncertainty due to the variation
of the Monte Carlo model to calculate the hadronization corrections. It was also checked that
the cut-o parameter for the parton shower in the dierent models has a negligible inuence on
the results.
Since only two observables are used as input, (hN
g
  1i and hN
q
  1i at a xed value of
y
0





rather than tting them.





. The other QCD
colour factors corresponding to the vertices q ! qg and g ! qq, are xed to their nominal QCD
values, C
F
= 4=3 and T
R
= 0:5. The eective number of avours is set to N
f
= 5.
Figure 6 shows the 68.3 % condence level contours for the three dierent choices of y
0
. The
contours include statistical and systematic errors; the systematics dominate for the two lower
values of y
0
. The results are consistent with each other and are in good agreement with the
predicted value of C
A




, one obtains C
A




= 0:130  0:005(stat:)  0:014(sys:) with a correlation coecient of  =  0:89.
When all the QCD colour factors are xed at their standard model values and only the
eective strong coupling constant is tted, one obtains, depending on the y
0
used, values of 
e
s
between 0.113 and 0.124. The relative total errors from the sources discussed above are about






[27] can be attributed to the resummed logarithms in the LO+NLLA prediction used, since pure
LO predictions tend to require signicantly larger values of 
s

















CF = 4/3,   TR = 0.5,   Nf = 5
68.3% CL Contours
for y0 = 10
-2.0
  (kt ~ 9.1GeV)
for y0 = 10
-2.6
  (kt ~ 4.6GeV)
for y0 = 10
-3.2
























error ellipses include statistical and systematic uncertainties.
The branching g ! qq is suppressed relative to g ! gg, and hence the internal structure of




. The picture is further complicated
by theoretical uncertainties in the number of active quark avours for a certain choice of y
0
(e.g. production of bb pairs is suppressed for small transverse momentum scales). A similar
measurement of T
R
resulted in large uncertainties and is not shown.
5.4 Subjet structure as a function of jet energy
In this section, the properties of the subjet multiplicity distribution are examined for samples of
jets having approximately the same energy. In principle one could measure the subjet properties
binned in E
jet
and also according to the interjet angles, i.e. according to the event topology. Such
a study has been carried out for particle multiplicities using a three-jet resolution parameter
of y
cut
= 0:01 [28]. Because of the larger resolution parameter used here (y
cut
= 0:1), the
sample of three-jet events is not suciently large to allow for binning in both energy and angle,
and only the energy dependence is investigated. In fact, because of the large y
cut
, xing the jet
energy strongly restricts the allowed interjet angles and thus one would not gain much additional
information from the remaining angular dependence.
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When the subjet properties are studied for a restricted interval of jet energies, the dependence
on y
0
and the level of agreement with Monte Carlo models are qualitatively similar to what was
seen in the energy-integrated case. Eects caused by the mean energy dierence between quark












This can be seen from Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), which show the ratios for jets in the energy range
24GeV  E
jet
 28GeV (compare with the energy-integrated case shown in Fig. 4(c) and 4(f)).
When E
jet
is restricted, perturbative QCD predictions are only available for the mean subjet
multiplicities. A comparison (not shown) of this with the data leads to similar conclusions as
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of the means and widths of the subjet multiplicity distributions for gluon
and quark jets. The two plots include only jets with an energy in the range 24GeV  E
jet
 28GeV.
The points show the measurement and the lines are the predictions of Monte Carlo models. The inset
plots show the deviations of the model predictions from the data divided by the total error.




compared to the energy-integrated case can be
understood by looking at the mean subjet multiplicities and standard deviations as a function
of E
jet












 7:2 GeV), as shown in Fig. 8. The value of y
0
was chosen to
be in the region where one is sensitive to perturbative eects and where hadronization eects
are relatively small. From Fig. 8 one can see that the multiplicities and standard deviations
increase as a function of E
jet




from the energy integrated jet samples
are considered, one compares gluon jets with a mean energy of 26.2 GeV with quark jets having
a mean energy of 30.4 GeV. Therefore, this results in a lower ratio than in the case where jets
of equal energies are compared. Measurements at other y
0






  1i steadily increases with increasing jet energy, hN
q
  1i rst shows a gentle
rise and then, from about E
jet
= 40GeV on, increases sharply (cf. Figs. 8(a) and (b)). As
a result, R
N
shows a clear E
jet
dependence, rst increasing, and then decreasing sharply to
approximately 1.0 at E
jet
 40GeV. This behaviour can be explained by the fact that jets with
very high energies often also have a high invariant mass; this is a consequence of four-momentum
conservation for the three-jet event. The eect is well predicted by all of the Monte Carlo models













































































































Figure 8: The mean (left-hand side) and the width (right-hand side) of the subjet multiplicitydistribution








as a function of E
jet
. The
points show the measurement and the curves show the predictions of Monte Carlo models.
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R
. In particular, R

is found to drop to around one for E
jet
> 40 GeV.
5.5 Fragmentation function for charged particles





function) for charged particles in quark and gluon jets along with the predictions of Monte
Carlo models. Here the jet energies were estimated from the angles between the three jets using
the kinematic relation for massless jets, which improves the jet-energy resolution. While all
models describe the spectrum for quark jets quite well, the fragmentation function for gluon
jets is predicted softer than measured. As has been observed before [2, 29], this discrepancy is
greatest for the HERWIG model. The measurements are also given in Table 5, together with
their statistical and systematic uncertainties.












































Figure 9: The measured fragmentation function for (a) quark and (b) gluon jets along with the
predictions of Monte Carlo models.
Because the eective coupling for g ! gg is larger than that of q ! qg, gluon jets are
expected to have higher multiplicities and therefore a softer fragmentation function than quark
jets. This is in fact observed. Although the exact forms of the fragmentation functions cannot
be calculated using perturbative QCD, their energy dependence can be predicted by the DGLAP
evolution equations [30]. The measured distributions presented here can be used as input for an
investigation of this energy dependence (scaling violations) as was done, for example, in [31].
The measurements presented here are of similar but slightly dierent observables than the
fragmentation functions previously reported by LEP experiments [2, 29]. These measurements
were based on jets selected with a resolution parameter of y
cut
= 0:01 { 0.02, and included
additional cuts on jet energies and angles. Nonperturbative corrections to the evolution
equations for fully inclusive fragmentation functions (i.e. without jet nding) are expected to
decrease as 1=E
cm
or faster (see e.g. [32]). If one assumes that a similar dependence holds for
15






, then nonperturbative eects are
signicantly reduced by using the higher y
cut
. In addition, the measurements here have smaller
uncertainties, owing mainly to the large data sample and high gluon jet purity. The present
measurements thus provide a more accurate basis for predicting properties of jets in the energy





6 Summary and conclusions
Approximately 70 000 symmetric three-jet events (y
cut
= 0:1 for the Durham algorithm) have
been selected from 3  10
6
hadronic Z decays recorded by the ALEPH detector. From these
events, 4 000 gluon jet candidates with a purity of 94:4% have been obtained by means of an
impact parameter tagging method, which identies jets containing heavy quarks. With these
data properties of quark and gluon jets have been studied over a broad range of scales, covering
hard and soft phenomena.
The jet broadening distribution and the dierential one-subjet rate have been exploited to
characterize the jet shape. These observables show a sensitivity to perturbative QCD at hard
scales and are found to be compatible with the predictions of QCD-based Monte Carlo models.
Next, the internal structure of jets has been investigated using the subjet multiplicity
distribution. By measuring the mean and the width of this distribution as a function of the
subjet resolution scale, the transition from hard to soft QCD has been studied. In general, good
agreement with the predictions of Monte Carlo generators was observed. It was found, however,
that the subjet multiplicity distribution for quark jets predicted by HERWIG version 5.8 is
signicantly too broad at soft QCD scales, while the same quantity for gluon jets is in good
agreement with the data. The mean subjet multiplicities were also compared with perturbative
predictions, which show that leading and next-to-leading logarithmic terms are necessary in
order to extend agreement down to softer QCD scales. For both quark and gluon jets, good




. For lower scales, the discrepancy between data and
prediction is more pronounced for quark jets. The QCD colour factor C
A
was determined from
the mean subjet multiplicities and showed good agreement with the standard model value.
The properties of the subjet multiplicity distribution were also investigated as a function of
jet energy. By comparing samples of jets with similar energies, the dierences between quark
and gluon jets were found to increase signicantly.
Finally, a precise measurement of the fragmentation function for charged particles in quark
and gluon jets has been carried out.
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0.00 { 0.10 1.4204  0.0220  0.0864 0.2344  0.0390  0.0456
0.10 { 0.14 4.9261  0.0623  0.1374 1.1656  0.1090  0.1620
0.14 { 0.18 4.5405  0.0740  0.1840 2.2749  0.1372  0.2367
0.18 { 0.22 3.3971  0.0793  0.1326 2.9567  0.1520  0.1908
0.22 { 0.26 2.3027  0.0804  0.0900 3.2423  0.1570  0.1750
0.26 { 0.30 1.5427  0.0787  0.0977 3.2367  0.1551  0.2358
0.30 { 0.34 1.2420  0.0687  0.1095 2.5522  0.1350  0.2523
0.34 { 0.38 0.6978  0.0697  0.0696 2.5165  0.1389  0.1732
0.38 { 0.42 0.6320  0.0631  0.0713 1.9551  0.1255  0.1684
0.42 { 0.46 0.5464  0.0549  0.0745 1.4853  0.1090  0.1390
0.46 { 0.50 0.4404  0.0452  0.0489 1.0807  0.0893  0.1063
0.50 { 0.55 0.4036  0.0332  0.0822 0.6873  0.0652  0.1590
0.55 { 0.60 0.2987  0.0270  0.0500 0.4159  0.0528  0.1027
0.60 { 0.70 0.0724  0.0160  0.0244 0.2575  0.0321  0.0654
0.70 { 0.85 0.0077  0.0015  0.0041 0.0049  0.0028  0.0083
Table 1: The measured B
jet


















2.50 { 3.00 0.0104  0.0016  0.0052 0.0116  0.0033  0.0118
3.00 { 3.50 0.0262  0.0025  0.0040 0.0330  0.0049  0.0086
3.50 { 4.00 0.0484  0.0034  0.0038 0.0653  0.0067  0.0047
4.00 { 4.50 0.0742  0.0044  0.0101 0.1203  0.0086  0.0201
4.50 { 5.00 0.0866  0.0055  0.0117 0.1950  0.0109  0.0220
5.00 { 5.50 0.1136  0.0062  0.0098 0.2556  0.0123  0.0183
5.50 { 6.00 0.1736  0.0068  0.0096 0.3011  0.0134  0.0105
6.00 { 6.50 0.2467  0.0068  0.0158 0.3005  0.0131  0.0323
6.50 { 7.00 0.2929  0.0072  0.0138 0.2923  0.0140  0.0235
7.00 { 7.50 0.3074  0.0058  0.0137 0.1814  0.0109  0.0263
7.50 { 8.00 0.2559  0.0052  0.0090 0.1282  0.0098  0.0174
8.00 { 8.50 0.1802  0.0036  0.0068 0.0544  0.0065  0.0099
8.50 { 9.00 0.1015  0.0024  0.0086 0.0240  0.0040  0.0069
9.00 { 9.50 0.0512  0.0019  0.0050 0.0105  0.0033  0.0045
9.50 { 10.00 0.0195  0.0010  0.0043 0.0025  0.0017  0.0041
10.00 { 10.50 0.0054  0.0014  0.0032 0.0058  0.0028  0.0073




for quark and gluon jets. The rst error is statistical



















-6.0 13.06  0.09  0.12 10.580  0.048  0.095 1.235  0.014  0.013
-5.8 11.90  0.08  0.17 9.578  0.044  0.079 1.242  0.014  0.013
-5.6 10.66  0.07  0.19 8.615  0.039  0.068 1.238  0.014  0.013
-5.4 9.55  0.07  0.17 7.739  0.036  0.059 1.234  0.014  0.013
-5.2 8.54  0.06  0.15 6.866  0.032  0.051 1.243  0.014  0.013
-5.0 7.54  0.05  0.11 6.030  0.029  0.044 1.250  0.015  0.014
-4.8 6.596  0.049  0.081 5.230  0.026  0.037 1.261  0.015  0.014
-4.6 5.716  0.044  0.059 4.469  0.024  0.032 1.279  0.016  0.015
-4.4 4.844  0.039  0.044 3.786  0.021  0.028 1.279  0.017  0.016
-4.2 4.101  0.035  0.034 3.132  0.019  0.024 1.309  0.018  0.017
-4.0 3.399  0.031  0.027 2.556  0.016  0.020 1.330  0.020  0.019
-3.8 2.793  0.027  0.023 2.037  0.015  0.018 1.371  0.023  0.021
-3.6 2.248  0.024  0.019 1.595  0.013  0.015 1.409  0.026  0.024
-3.4 1.777  0.021  0.017 1.217  0.011  0.013 1.461  0.031  0.027
-3.2 1.385  0.019  0.015 0.888  0.010  0.011 1.560  0.039  0.032
-3.0 1.052  0.017  0.014 0.6287  0.0091  0.0096 1.673  0.050  0.038
-2.8 0.767  0.015  0.013 0.4313  0.0080  0.0081 1.778  0.067  0.047
-2.6 0.539  0.013  0.012 0.2887  0.0071  0.0068 1.867  0.091  0.059
-2.4 0.364  0.012  0.011 0.1957  0.0062  0.0056 1.86  0.12  0.08
-2.2 0.242  0.011  0.009 0.1316  0.0055  0.0046 1.84  0.16  0.10
-2.0 0.1399  0.0086  0.0076 0.0884  0.0044  0.0037 1.58  0.17  0.15
-1.8 0.0718  0.0065  0.0058 0.0533  0.0034  0.0029 1.35  0.20  0.21
-1.6 0.0330  0.0045  0.0041 0.0262  0.0024  0.0022 1.26  0.28  0.32
-1.4 0.0171  0.0043  0.0028 0.0082  0.0022  0.0016 2.08  1.05  0.52
-1.2 0.0022  0.0013  0.0020 0.0034  0.0007  0.0011 0.66  0.50  0.86













) for dierent values of the subjet resolution parameter y
0
. The rst error





















-6.0 4.021  0.071  0.099 3.823  0.037  0.046 1.052  0.028  0.037
-5.8 3.670  0.065  0.091 3.474  0.034  0.044 1.057  0.029  0.034
-5.6 3.272  0.058  0.084 3.145  0.031  0.043 1.040  0.028  0.034
-5.4 2.928  0.051  0.076 2.850  0.027  0.041 1.027  0.027  0.035
-5.2 2.649  0.048  0.069 2.559  0.025  0.038 1.035  0.028  0.035
-5.0 2.396  0.044  0.061 2.297  0.023  0.035 1.043  0.029  0.036
-4.8 2.138  0.038  0.054 2.065  0.020  0.030 1.035  0.028  0.036
-4.6 1.928  0.035  0.046 1.839  0.018  0.026 1.049  0.029  0.035
-4.4 1.709  0.031  0.039 1.647  0.016  0.022 1.038  0.028  0.034
-4.2 1.497  0.027  0.033 1.482  0.014  0.019 1.010  0.027  0.033
-4.0 1.334  0.023  0.027 1.324  0.012  0.016 1.007  0.026  0.031
-3.8 1.180  0.021  0.023 1.179  0.011  0.014 1.001  0.027  0.030
-3.6 1.072  0.018  0.019 1.037  0.010  0.012 1.034  0.027  0.029
-3.4 0.946  0.017  0.016 0.9279  0.0087  0.0099 1.019  0.027  0.028
-3.2 0.848  0.014  0.014 0.8156  0.0075  0.0085 1.039  0.026  0.027
-3.0 0.767  0.013  0.012 0.7071  0.0068  0.0074 1.084  0.028  0.027
-2.8 0.689  0.011  0.011 0.6004  0.0057  0.0064 1.147  0.028  0.027
-2.6 0.603  0.009  0.010 0.5002  0.0048  0.0056 1.205  0.028  0.029
-2.4 0.5220  0.0083  0.0096 0.4155  0.0045  0.0050 1.256  0.033  0.031
-2.2 0.4423  0.0086  0.0092 0.3469  0.0046  0.0046 1.275  0.041  0.036
-2.0 0.3505  0.0098  0.0090 0.2850  0.0052  0.0045 1.230  0.056  0.045
-1.8 0.260  0.011  0.009 0.2232  0.0059  0.0046 1.164  0.079  0.063
-1.6 0.179  0.012  0.010 0.1593  0.0063  0.0053 1.12  0.12  0.10
-1.4 0.130  0.016  0.012 0.0927  0.0083  0.0068 1.40  0.30  0.20
-1.2 0.047  0.013  0.018 0.059  0.007  0.010 0.81  0.32  0.50
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0.00 { 0.05 97.885  0.521  1.160 131.016  1.022  2.519
0.05 { 0.10 35.595  0.283  0.578 46.715  0.551  0.962
0.10 { 0.15 15.345  0.177  0.268 18.821  0.343  0.403
0.15 { 0.25 6.528  0.074  0.115 6.434  0.142  0.175
0.25 { 0.35 2.394  0.039  0.053 1.706  0.074  0.066
0.35 { 0.55 0.712  0.013  0.019 0.381  0.024  0.035
0.55 { 0.80 0.109  0.004  0.007 0.043  0.008  0.016
Table 5: The measured fragmentation function for quark and gluon jets. The rst error is statistical
and the second is systematic.
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